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Abstract—Drafting of Omnibus Laws presents a complex challenge in legal governance, often involving the integration and consolidation of disparate legal provisions into a unified framework. In this context, the application of advanced computational techniques becomes crucial for streamlining the drafting process and ensuring coherence across the law’s various components. Cosine similarity, a widely used measure in natural language processing and document analysis, offers a quantitative means to assess the similarity between different sections or articles within the Omnibus Law draft. By representing legal texts as high-dimensional vectors in a vector space model, cosine similarity enables the comparison of textual similarity based on the cosine of the angle between these vectors. Implementing cosine similarity in the context of omnibus law using FastAPI and Laravel can be a valuable tool for analyzing similarity between legal documents, especially in the context of omnibus law. Legal practitioners and researchers can use the cosine similarity measure to compare the textual content of different legal documents and identify similarities. This can aid in tasks such as legal document retrieval, clustering similar provisions, and detecting potential inconsistencies. The combination of FastAPI and Laravel provides a potent and efficient way to develop and deploy this functionality, contributing to the advancement of legal informatics and analysis. The dataset used is Undang-Undang (UU) which used Bahasa from 1945 to 2022, comprising a total of 1705 UU. The implemented cosine similarity yielded a recall rate of 90.10% on the law.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is a country of law with numerous regulations. President Jokowi has acknowledged that there are too many regulations in Indonesia and that it is not ideal for the country to be known as a ‘country of regulations’. President Jokowi has acknowledged that there are too many regulations in Indonesia and that it is not ideal for the country to be known as a 'country of regulations' [1]. According to the website peraturan.go.id, as of May 19, 2022, Indonesia has 50,538 regulations. When considering the median growth for the top five hierarchies outlined in Article 7, Paragraph 1 of Undang-Undang (UU) Number 12 of 2011, the Constitution has a median of 0, the MPR Tap has a median of 0, the UU has a median of 16, the PP has a median of 55, and the Perpres has a median of 0. Regulations are implemented to organize and regulate people's lives within a nation or state. The large number of regulations can have a negative impact, which is grouped into four categories: (1) Regulatory conflict, which occurs when some regulations or articles conflict with existing regulations, (2) Inconsistent regulatory consistency, which occurs when there are inconsistent regulations or provisions in one legislation and its derivatives, (3) Diverse regulatory interpretations, which occurs when the objectives and subjects of regulation are unclear. This results in unclear language that is difficult to understand and an inappropriate system. Additionally, there may be non-operational regulations, which are regulations that are inconsistent with one law and its derivatives or have no effect, but are still valid or lack enforcement regulations [2].

The government aims to reduce the growth of regulations, particularly UU, by simplifying or shortening them. This is achieved through the implementation of the omnibus law approach, which is an appropriate way to develop a legal framework for licensing Indonesia's business processes. This method allows the creation of regulations that cover several substantive materials or several smaller ones in one rule, promoting order, legal certainty, and expediency [3]. The omnibus law is a method or concept of rule-making that aims to solve problems related to licensing by creating a new UU that revises articles in several existing UU [4].

According to Article 64 paragraph 1b of UU No. 13 of 2022, one of the omnibus methods is to revoke laws and regulations of the same type and hierarchy. To avoid overlap between rules, legal drafters must identify the source of the revoked rules. This requires an understanding of similar regulations and their hierarchy. A database of UU, including articles and paragraphs, can aid legal drafters. Additionally, it is important to check for similarities between norms and UU to minimize language differences.

Algorithms that can be used to check for similarity include cosine similarity. Cosine similarity measures vector similarity by calculating the angle between them [5]. Calculating similarity using two angles has the advantage of being language-independent. It can be used even when no corpus is available. Unfortunately, cosine similarity is not sensitive to differences in size, which means that two patterns with very different attribute values can have high similarity scores [5]. Using Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) can solve the problem of cosine similarity, which is insensitive to vector magnitude [6].

Cosine similarity is a technique used in legal document retrieval to assess the similarity of several legal documents. To guarantee that cases with comparable circumstances are handled uniformly in each instance, it is employed to obtain previous case records of a particular case [7]. It has been demonstrated through experimentation that cosine similarity and the doc2vec approach may automatically obtain court rulings of comparable legal issues [8]. When it comes to legal aid, cosine similarity is used to compare legal document
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embeddings, which are texts represented in a semantic vector space [9]. Cosine similarity is another method that uses unsupervised learning techniques like Word2Vec CBoW, Word2Vec Skip-gram, and TF-IDF to determine how similar court documents are to one another [10]. Cosine similarity is employed to group lawful [11].

This research aims to confidently assist lawmakers and legal writers in thoroughly searching for keywords (norms) in UU using Bahasa and implementing them in lawmaking with the aid of a search engine, this approach will significantly save time in understanding each existing law.

II. METHODS

The research was conducted using the waterfall model, one of the software development models. Waterfall model is divided into four stages, namely analysis, design, implementation and testing. Fig. 1 illustrates the research design using the waterfall model.

![Fig. 1. Research design.](image)

A. Analysis Phase

The analysis stage, also known as software requirements specification (SRS), is a thorough and comprehensive description of the software to be developed. Analysis includes system and business analysis to define both functional and non-functional requirements. The task for the analysis stage is to identify functional and data requirements for the software. Requirements gathering can be done by conducting observations, interviews, and document analysis. Function and data requirements that are complete can facilitate the next stage of the software development process.

1) Case folding: Case folding is the process of equalizing cases in a document [14]. Phase of case folding aims to make all characters in the lower case, remove numbers, remove punctuation marks, and remove spaces.

2) Tokenizing: Tokenization is the process of dividing a document into smaller parts, known as tokens [14].

3) Filtering: Filtering involves removing words deemed unnecessary or unimportant, based on stop words [15].

4) Stemming: Stemming is the process of removing all of the affixes and suffixes from the words, and this process is used to filter the results [9].

B. Design Phase

The design stage involves planning and problem-solving for a software solution. It requires the software developer to define the plan of the solution, including algorithm design, software architecture design, database conceptual schema and logic diagram design, concept design, graphical interface, and data structure definition.

Algorithm and architecture design can be aided by image processing software such as Paint, Adobe Photoshop, or Corel Draw. Conceptual schemes and data structure definitions can be created using ERD diagrams or other charting software. For interface design, Balsamiq or Figma can be used.

C. Implementation Phase

The implementation stage is when business requirements and design specifications are transformed into executable programs, databases, websites, or software components through programming. During the implementation phase, real code is written and compiled into a working application where the database and text have been created; in other words, the implementation phase is the process of converting all the requirements and blue ink into a production environment.

The research implementation utilizes information systems to enhance user comprehension. Information systems are organizational systems that summarize management functions and daily transaction processing requirements. These systems support the strategic activities of the organization in order to provide certain external parties with the information needed to facilitate decision making [16]. The information system is referred to as Omnibus Law Information System for the purpose of this research. The architecture is structured using FastAPI, Laravel, and MariaDB. FastAPI was chosen due to its superior performance compared to NodeJS and Go [17].

D. Testing Phase

The testing phase is commonly referred to as verification and validation. Verification is the process of verifying that the software meets the requirements and specifications to achieve the goals of software development. The purpose of verification is to evaluate the software to determine whether the product of the development phase meets the conditions imposed at the beginning of the stages of the waterfall model. Validation is the process of evaluating software during or at the end of the development process to determine if it meets the specified requirements.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The results include the research process on the case study that is the Omnibus Law and the data which are the UU. The Discussion includes the implementation process of each research methodology in the research, which consists of analysis, design, implementation, and testing.

A. Research Results

The Omnibus Law is a means of reducing the number of laws in Indonesia, which is considered an effective way to consolidate numerous regulations into a single unit [18]. Another potential benefit of the Omnibus Law is the ability to modify laws that have overlapping or other issues. However,
the challenge of the Omnibus Law is to modify the content without creating problems such as overlap or multiple interpretations. This study aimed to address the challenge of identifying similarities between legal content and the normative vocabulary to be established.

This research utilizes cosine similarity through the Python programming language and the FastAPI framework as the backend for calculations. The frontend uses the Laravel framework with PHP as the primary language. The FastAPI framework is employed to implement the cosine similarity model, and the final result is the API requested by the Laravel framework.

B. Discussion

The discussion is structured according to the research design presented in Fig. 1. The research process begins with the analysis stage, followed by the design, implementation, and testing stages.

1) Analysis phase: The author designs the function and data requirements based on the analysis and observation of the Law. The following are the function and data requirements.

   a) Function requirements: Functional requirements define the software’s necessary functions. The intended user is a legal drafter or lawmaker.

   - Users can calculate the similarity of the vocabulary (norms) with the law as a whole.
   - Users can perform vocabulary (norm) search on any article of the law.
   - Users can see the highlight of the vocabulary (norm) in each article.
   - Users can select the article to be printed in pdf or docx.

   b) Data requirements: The study’s data requirements are focused on preprocessed UU data. Preprocessing is accomplished using regular expressions and natural language toolkits (NLTK) in the Python programming language. The preprocessing process generated 60,186 data points, which is 15,595 fewer than the extraction process.

2) Design phase: The design stage is the implementation phase of the analysis stage. The draft module development design phase includes algorithm design, use case diagram, and user interface design.

   a) Algorithm design: The drafting module was developed using the cosine similarity algorithm to calculate the distance between two angles. Converting words into vectors is essential for accurately measuring the distance between two vectors projected onto the X and Y axes. The angle is obtained from the TF-IDF results formula can be seen at Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), which are calculated using the cosine similarity formula [19]. The cosine similarity, as a method of measuring the similarity between the documents, varies between positive values from 0 to 1 [20]. Two texts are virtually identical, as evidenced by a cosine similarity close to 1, indicating a small angle between them. Cosine similarity method enables us to identify similarities between vectors as long as these words are present in the document. The formula can be seen in Eq. (3) and an overview of the cosine similarity algorithm process is described in Fig. 2.

\[
\text{idf}_i = \frac{w_{i,j}}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (A_i)^2}} \quad \text{Eq. (1)}
\]

\[
w_{i,j} = \text{tf}_{i,j} \times \text{idf}_i \quad \text{Eq. (2)}
\]

\[
\cos(A, B) = \frac{A \cdot B}{|A||B|} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i \times B_i}{\sqrt{|A|^2} \times \sqrt{|B|^2}} \quad \text{Eq. (3)}
\]

![Fig. 2. Cosine similarity process.](image)

![Fig. 3. Use case diagram of the drafting module of the omnibus law information system.](image)

Legal drafters are the users of the Omnibus Law Information System. Explanation of Fig. 3 regarding use of use cases can be shown in Table I.
### TABLE I. DESCRIPTION OF USE CASE DIAGRAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User</td>
<td>Accessing the complete drafting page</td>
<td>User can view the full design page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perform a word similarity search</td>
<td>Users can search for similarities between words based on legal terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>viewing details of similar word in</td>
<td>Users can view details of word similarities in related laws.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>related laws</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exporting articles in document format</td>
<td>Users can export articles in document format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessing drafting page per article</td>
<td>Users can view the draft page per article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perform a search for word similarity</td>
<td>Users can search for word similarities per article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exporting articles and/or paragraphs</td>
<td>Users can export articles and/or paragraphs in document format.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**c) User interface design:** User interface design is carried out as a reference for system display design. Fig. 4 shows the display design consists of five display pages that follow the design of each display.

**3) Implementation phase:** The implementation phase is the phase in which the results of the analysis and design are applied. This stage involves implementing algorithm, activity diagram and user interface design.

**a) Algorithm:** Cosine similarity is the algorithm used in the development of the Drafting module. Cosine similarity uses the cosine as the basis for calculation, which means that if this means that if two words or documents have a calculation result with an angle of 0 degrees, they have 100% similarity. FastAPI is used to implement the algorithm. Construction of FastAPI uses standards from OpenAPI known as Swagger and JSON Schema [21]. Interactive documentation can be used to test the response of any feature provided by Swagger UI. Fig. 5 shows the documentation page provided by Swagger UI.

**b) Design of drafting result page based on UU:**

**c) Design of drafting result detail page based on UU:**

**d) Design of drafting home page based on legal terms:**

**e) Design of drafting result page based on legal terms.**

Fig. 4. User interface design (a) Drafting home page based on UU (b) Result drafting page based on UU (c) Result detail page based on UU (d) Drafting home page on legal terms (e) Design of drafting result page based on legal terms.
b) Laravel: Laravel is a PHP framework used as a front end that adheres to the Model - View - Controller (MVC) concept [22]. The functions included in Laravel are the implementation of use cases, activity diagrams and user interfaces. There are seven use cases implemented with Laravel as shown in Fig. 6.

(c) Implementation of drafting result detail based on UU.
4) Testing phase: Testing is the stage of validation and verification of each function included in the information system to ensure that it works correctly. Testing the algorithm using the confusion matrix. Confusion Matrix is used to see the predictive ability of the algorithm. Confusion matrix is a predictive analysis tool that compares actual values with predicted model values [23]. From the results of the confusion matrix calculation performed, a recall of 90.10%, accuracy of 56%, precision of 30% and F1 score of 45% was obtained.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of research on the implementation of cosine similarity in the Omnibus Law Information System, the authors draw the following conclusions: (1) The degree of similarity between keywords for drafting laws and existing laws can be measured using the cosine similarity algorithm and TF-IDF, with recall 90.10%. (2) Implementation of the similarity model between keywords and existing UI so that it can be used by users (legal drafters) using FastAPI as a back-end and Laravel as a front-end, so that it speeds up user work in seeing the similarity between keywords and existing UI.

For future works, inclusion of datasets containing regulations with a different hierarchy from UI, such as Perpres and others, would be more beneficial for lawmakers. This would aid in determining which parts are attached to the new laws, without causing any overlap in Indonesian regulations.
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